> Body colours

A choice of 9 eye-catching paint finishes lets you select
your favourite body colour.

> DIMENSIONS

UD Clear White (Solid)

3D Bright Silver (Metal)

L7G Lemon Grass (Metal)

ABB Alice Blue (Solid)

IM Titanium Silver (Metal)

M9Y Milky Beige (Metal)

C5M Cafe Mocha (Metal)

BEG Signal Red (Metal)

Z1 Galaxy Black (Metal)

> Specifications

From front to back and top to
bottom, the specifications add up
to your kind of car.

(mm)

Engine type
Displacement (cc)
Max. Power (ps/rpm)
Max. Torque (kg.m/rpm)

1.0 MPI

1.2 MPI

Inline 3-cylinders

inline 4-cylinders

998

1,248

69/6,200

87/6,000

9.6/3,500

12.2/4,000

1,490

Unit (mm)

1,421
1,595
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700

2,385
3,595

510

1,424

Overall length

3,595

Overhang (front)

700

Leg room (rear)

Overall width

1,595

Overhang (rear)

510

Head room (front)

Overall height

1,490

Wheelbase

820
1,002

Interior length

1,729

Head room (rear)

2,385

Interior width

1,335

Shoulder room (front) 1,290

Wheeltread (front) 1,421

Interior height

1,247

Shoulder room (rear) 1,280

Wheeltread (rear) 1,424

Leg room (front)

1,070

Min. ground clearance

962

142
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Express yourself

Power plus economy,
The drive you seek

A small car, all grown up.
Driving should be an extension of yourself. Say hello to the new
Picanto. Sporty and stylish, it also delivers on the other essentials:
advanced features, eco-friendly technology, and of course, the
now legendary Picanto individuality.

An outlook, given shape

Look closely,
It’s all in the details
Every element blends into the next.

Built for you and the environment.

REAR LAMPS

HEADLAMPS

GRIP-TYPE OUTSIDE DOOR HANDLES

Up close, the new Picanto is harmony in full flow. The headlamps are an extension of the body shape’s flowing lines. The radiator
grille and air dam blend with the bold, well-balanced proportions. Form and function all in one.

Versatility on board

Get the blend of power and economy right and you’re on
your way to optimum driving. The new Picanto does just
that, with engines that meet or exceed every existing
emissions standard.

60:40

Because your gear comes
in all shapes and sizes.
The 60/40 split rear seat back is
ideal when you need to carry

3

unusual-shaped items (while still
letting you carry three people of
course). When it comes to sizeable

1

2

4

5

1. Glove box A capacious glove box (9.6ℓ) stows useful items where they can be easily accessed. 2. Door map pocket Not just for maps, but for other
things like drinks and snacks. 3. Centre console A large open tray on the floor console provides additional storage space. 4. Rotating dual cup
holders A click of a button turns the floor console into rotating dual cup holders. 5. Under-seat storage Just the place to keep items that fold flat, like
newspapers and maps. (Option).

Storage space close at hand.

When you have places to go, it stands to reason you’ll have
things to take with you. No problem with the new Picanto. Take
them along all tidied away.

loads, you can fold down both rear

Kappa 1.2 MPI Engine

seats and make use of the extra

87ps

space. Under the tailgate there’s

Delivering a maximum 87 ps at 6,000 rpm, this engine ups the power but still
delivers reduced fuel consumption and a smooth, quiet drive.

200 litres of luggage space – so
your bags and shopping items are

Carrying capacity dimensions

Kappa 1.0 MPI Engine

taken care of.

Luggage room (mm): Length : 535/Width : 1,002/Height : 557

69ps

Experience things from the inside

A powerful unit that delivers a maximum 69
ps at 6,200 rpm, this engine is also light
weight to enhance fuel economy while
delivering reduced vibration and noise.

Manual/Automatic transmission

Defining
style
as you go
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The interior space raises the bar when it comes
to stylish design, attention to detail and bold finishing touches.
Sit back in an ergonomically-designed seat and find out how.

Choose from 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmissions. Each works
harmoniously with all engines, and offers smooth, noiseless gear shifting.
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